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Nightlife Tip 1 - Create Space at The Bar
The Rules Revisited | 16 January, 2013 | by Andrew

One of the easiest ways a man can approach you in a nightlife setting is to strike up a conversation with
you while you are at the bar. He can stand next to you while he is ordering a drink, and wait for an
opportune moment to ask you a question or make a comment. The approach is casual, low-pressure on
both parties, and gives either of them a subtle way to remain in the conversation (pretend they were going
to stay there anyway), as well as a graceful way to exit (i.e. "Well, we have our drinks now - have a good
night!").

One of the worst ways a man can approach you in a nightlife setting is to come up behind you and tap you
on the shoulder, or grab your arm through the crowd to get your attention when you aren't noticing him. It
is abrupt, catches you off guard, puts you (and him) on the spot, and offers no easy exit.

There is a simple thing you can do to facilitate being approached at the bar, and prevent the need for a
man to grab or tap you and put you on the spot. Next time you are out, create space at the bar next to
you or choose a spot next to empty space - ideally the only empty space. While there may not be any men
noticing you or looking for a way to approach, it would be a shame if simple logistics prevented one from
accessing you.

The image below clearly illustrates the technique. In addition to the placement, notice the way the girl's
bodies are angled in an effort to be more open to men who might approach. This "open" body language
signals to men that you are open to meeting new people (usually they notice it subconsciously - but they
notice).
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As the night progresses and the bar gets more crowded, there will be more pressure pushing people into
your "vacuum," and you will find yourself having to move around from time to time in order to always be
posted up next to an empty spot. This can sometimes be a good thing since it gives you an excuse to
spend time in different spots and be seen by different men. If the bar gets too full, you can apply the same
principle as you stand overlooking a railing or balcony, though not having the drink transaction working
for you makes this slightly less desirable. Keep in mind that staying in bars too late is asking for trouble,
so I am assuming here that you will be gone before this becomes a major problem.

This isn't a magic trick for picking up guys. It isn't going to actively attract men. It will only facilitate the
approach of the ones that are already interested. Rather than trying it out this weekend with grand
expectations, I suggest making it a habit that you and your best girlfriends do by default, without
expectation, every time you go out.
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